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Quasielectrostatic instabilities driven by anisotropic oxygen ions are investigated during storms/
substorms in three-component ring current plasma consisting of electrons, protons, and energetic
oxygen ions having loss-cone distribution. The response of the electrons is fully electromagnetic and
that of the protons and oxygen ions is electrostatic. The electrons, protons, and oxygen ions are
treated as magnetized. Obliquely propagating modes with frequencies near the harmonics of the
oxygen ion cyclotron frequency are found to become unstable due to pressure anisotropy of the
energetic oxygen ions. The results are applied to storm-time ring-current region parameters. The loss
of energetic particles resulting from wave-particle interaction may provide an alternate mechanism,
complimentary to and independent of the charge exchange process for the ring-current decay.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1828465]

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency waves with frequencies from a few hertz
to a few kilohertz have been observed in the various regions
of the Earth’s magnetosphere by several spacecrafts, e.g.,
OGO 3, IMP 6, S3-3, GEOS 1 and 2, Viking, etc.1–7 These
waves can be generated by energetic proton or heavier ion
distributions. In the ring-current region a quasielectrostatic
instability can be excited by loss-cone distributions of pro-
tons and oxygen ions.8–13

Energetic oxygen ions with hundreds of keV energies
have been observed in various regions of the Earth’s
magnetosphere.14,15 Oxygen ionssO+d of ionospheric origin
are important constituents of the ring current. The energy
content of geomagnetically trapped particles increases during
the main phase of a storm, and the fractional concentration of
oxygen ions is also enhanced.16,17Fractional concentration of
these oxygen ions can reach a value in excess of hydrogen
ions for the largest magnetic storms. The presence of oxygen
ions during storms can affect the excitation of low-frequency
instabilities such as electromagnetic ion cyclotron(EMIC)
instability. Thorne and Horne18 showed that during geomag-
netic storms when the oxygen ion content is significantly
enhanced, the absorption of EMIC waves become efficient
and may lead to the acceleration of O+ ions of ionospheric
origin to ring-current energies. During modest storms, strong
EMIC excitation can occur in the frequency band above the
oxygen gyrofrequency due to cyclotron resonance with an-
isotropic ring-current H+ ions. The energy of the excited
wave is efficiently converted into the perpendicular heating
of the O+ ions thus making them more anisotropic during the
main phase of the magnetic storm.

We study the obliquely propagating quasielectrostatic
waves generated by anisotropic oxygen ions in the ring-
current region during the main phase of magnetic storms.
The particle distributions in the ring current are generally

non-Maxwellian. The physics is expected to be different and
analysis much more complicated, when protons and elec-
trons are described by the Dory–Guest–Harris(DGH)
distributions.8,19 As a first order approximation, we consider
electrons and protons to be Maxwellian, and energetic oxy-
gen ions to have a loss-cone-type distribution modeled by
DGH-type distribution. Further, the response of the electrons
is fully electromagnetic, while that of protons and oxygen
ions is considered as electrostatic. In the following section a
theoretical model and numerical results are presented. Re-
sults are summarized and discussed in the last section.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We consider a three-component ring-current plasma con-
sisting of Maxwellian distributed electrons with densityNe

and temperatureTe; protons with densityNp and temperature
Tp; and DGH-type distributed oxygen ions with densityNo

and parallel(perpendicular) temperatureTiosT'od given by
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where the loss-cone indexJ=sT'o/Tio−1d, which defines the
temperature anisotropy, andao=Î2Tio/mo is the parallel
thermal velocity of the oxygen ions. All the three compo-
nents are treated as magnetized, i.e.,v,vcp,vco!vce. The
response of the electrons is fully electromagnetic, i.e.,
vpe

2 /c2k2@1, while protons and oxygen ions are considered
to be electrostatic, i.e.,vpp

2 /c2k2!1 andvpo
2 /c2k2!1. Thus,

under the above assumptions, a dispersion relation for the
low-frequency waves propagating obliquely to the magnetic
field Boiz can be obtained by solving the linearized Vlasov
equation along with Maxwell’s equations and is written
as8,20,21
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where, in the following, the subscripts=e,p,o refers to elec-
trons, protons, and oxygen ions, respectively;Zsjd is the
plasma dispersion function with respect to its argumentj
=sv− lvcodÎm /ki; and vps=s4pNse

2/msd1/2 and vcs

=eBo/cms, respectively, are the plasma and cyclotron fre-
quencies of the speciess; Ns andms are the density and mass
of the speciess; k is the wave number;c is the velocity of
light, le,p=k'

2 ae,p
2 /2vce,p

2 , m−1=ao
2=2Tio/mo and Rl

=1/mI lslode−lo; I lslod is the modified Bessel function of or-
der l and argumentlo=k'

2 ao
2/2vco

2 . We assume protons to be
cold as a first order approximation and retainn=1 terms for
them as the frequency of the wave is much less than the
proton cyclotron frequency, i.e.,v!vcp and the contribution
from the higher order terms will be very small. Expanding
the plasma dispersion function for oxygen ions in the limit
jø1 for v.mvco and substituting forv=vr + ig, g!vr in
Eq. (2), we obtain an expression for real frequencyvr and
growth rateg given by

vr = ± ÎQ/P, s3d
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In writing Eqs.(3) and (4) we have retained the contri-
butions from thel =m term only for the oxygen ions. It can
be seen from the growth rate expression(4) that forJ=0, i.e.,
when perpendicular and parallel temperatures of oxygen ions
are equal and hence, there is no anisotropy, the growth rate is
negative and waves are damped. It is expected as in this case
there is no source of free energy to drive the waves unstable.
The growth rate forJ=1 andm=1 is given by

g =
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Q
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3vpo

2
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3e−l0fvrlosI1 − I0d + vcoI1g s7d

and forJ=2, m=1 the growth rate is given by
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and similarly forJ=3, m=1 the growth rate is given by

FIG. 1. The variation of normalized growth rateg /vco with lo

=k'
2 ao

2/2vco
2 for various values of the fractional oxygen ion densityNo/Ne

as shown on the curves. The other parameters areJ=1, m=1, ki /k=0.09,
Tio/Te=20, vpe/vce=2, Ne=10 cm−3, andBo=5310−3 G.

FIG. 2. The variation of normalized growth rate withlo for various values
of vpe/vce as shown on the respective curves forNo/Ne=0.2 (which is used
in all subsequent figures). The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Real frequency and growth rate are obtained numerically by
solving Eqs.(3) and(4), respectively, for different values of
J andm by usingMATHEMATICA . For our numerical calcula-
tions, the chosen parameters for theJ=1, m=1 case are
ki /k=0.09,Tio/Te=20,vpe/vce=2, Te=1 keV,Ne=10 cm−3,
and Bo=5310−3 G, which are representative of storm-time
ring-current region and have been used for all the calcula-
tions presented in this paper.

Figure 1 shows the variation of normalized growth rate
g /vco with lo=k'

2 ao
2/2vco

2 for various values of the frac-
tional oxygen ion densityNo/Ne as shown on the curves.
Here, lo is effectively the square of the transverse wave
number normalized with respect to oxygen ion Larmor ra-
dius which is defined as ratio of parallel thermal velocity to
cyclotron frequency of oxygen ions. It can be seen from the
figure that the growth rate increases with the increase in the
fractional density of the oxygen ions. It is pointed out here
that all the growth rate curves in Figs. 1–4 have been plotted
for the normalized real frequencyvr /vco.s0.8–1.2d.

Figure 2 shows the variation of normalized growth rate
with lo for various values ofvpe/vce as shown by the re-
spective curves forNo/Ne=0.2 (which is used in all subse-
quent figures). The growth rate is higher for the smaller

vpe/vce values, i.e., the smaller the magnetic field, the
smaller is the growth rate for the fixed oxygen ion concen-
tration. However, the range of excited wave numbers in-
creases with the increase invpe/vce values.

The effect ofki /k (propagation angle) on the growth rate
is shown in Fig. 3. The growth rate first increases with the
increase inki /k values, reaches a maximum, and then de-
creases. Also the range of unstable wave numbers decreases
with the increase ofki /k.

In Fig. 4, the variation of normalized growth rate is
shown for various values of parallel oxygen ion to electron
temperature ratiosTio/Ted. The growth rate of the low-
frequency waves first increases with the increase inTio/Te

values and then decreases after reaching a maximum value.
However, the range of unstable wave numbers increases with
increase insTio/Ted.

In Fig. 5, we show a comparison of the growth rates for
J=1, 2, and 3 values of the temperature anisotropies, for
Tio/Te=20,No/Ne=0.2, andki /k=0.13, the other parameters
are same as in Fig. 1. It is interesting to note that the growth
rate increases with an increase in anisotropy.

We have also carried out numerical calculations for real
frequencies and growth rates of different harmonicssm
=1–4d of the oxygen cyclotron frequencies forJ=1, by solv-
ing the Eqs.(3) and (4), respectively. The results are shown
in the form of graphs in Fig. 6 forNo/Ne=0.2. The other
parameters are same as for Fig. 1. Real frequencies(shown
on right-hand side scale) and growth rates(shown on left-

FIG. 3. The effect ofki /k (propagation angle) on the growth rateNo/Ne

=0.2. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The variation of normalized growth rate is shown for the various
values temperature ratiosTio/Ted for No/Ne=0.2. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Comparison of growth rates forJ=1, 2, and 3 forNo/Ne=0.2 and
ki /k=0.13. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Comparison of growth rates[represented by solid lines(—) and
scale on left-hand side] of different harmonicssm=1–4d of the oxygen
cyclotron frequencies forJ=1, No/Ne=0.2. The other parameters are the
same as for Fig. 1. The corresponding real frequencies are represented by
dashed lines(----) and scale on right-hand side.
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hand side scale) are represented by dashed lines(----) and
solid lines(—), respectively. It can be seen from the figure
that the growth rate decreases for higher harmonics but the
range of wave numbers increases. The curves in Fig. 6 are
restricted tovr =s0.8–1.2dvco for m=1, vr =s1.8–2.2dvco

for m=2, vr =s2.8–3.2dvco for m=3, andvr =s3.8–4.2dvco

for m=4, respectively.

III. CONCLUSION

We have carried out numerical calculations of the
growth rate form.1, i.e.,vr .vco for three different values
of the anisotropic indexJ for the storm-time ring-current
parameters. ForTio/Te=20 andJ=1, 2, and 3, the growth
rate g<s10–13d mHz, s29–89d mHz, and s29–90d mHz,
respectively, and the growth rate increases with increase in
anisotropy. The real frequency and perpendicular wave-
lengths of these low-frequency waves for the aboveJ values
are found to be in the rangevr <s400–600d mHz andl'

<s480–610d km, respectively.
Now, we estimate the saturation electric field amplitude

of the waves by equating the linear wave growth rate with
the trapping frequencyfvt=sekEs/mod1/2g of the oxygen
ions.8 Thus, here we assume that the modes are stabilized by
the trapping of O+ ions by the waves when their amplitude
becomes large and the saturation electric fieldEs for the
low-frequency waves can then, be given by

Es .
mo

e

g2

k
. s10d

In order to estimate the diffusion time for an oxygen ion
to reach the loss cone, we construct a diffusion coefficientD
given by

D = sDv'd2/2Dt, s11d

whereDv'=eEsDt /mo and Dt is the wave-particle correla-
tion time. Sinceg,sekEs/mod1/2, and assumingDt<g−1, D
is given by

D .
g3

2k2 . s12d

The saturation electric fields forTio/Te=20 andJ=1, 2,
and 3 as calculated from(10) are .s60–100d mV/m,
s0.4–4.5d mV/m, and s0.4–4.7d mV/m, respectively, and
the corresponding diffusion coefficients as calculated from
(12) are found to be of the order ofs1–20d3109 cm2/s3,
s2–70d31011 cm2/s3, and s2–72d31011 cm2/s3, respec-
tively. The typical time during which an oxygen ion can
diffuse into loss cone with a velocityao is in the range
s102–106d s.

It is shown here that low-frequency quasielectrostatic
waves can be excited by anisotropic oxygen ions near the
harmonics of the oxygen ion cyclotron frequency and have
large growth rate for nearly perpendicular propagation. The
growth rate is found to increase with an increase in the frac-
tional oxygen ion concentration. Growth time of these waves
is a few tens of seconds to a few minutes, whereas the geo-
magnetic storm main phase lasts for several hours. The low-
frequency waves studied here may scatter ring-current par-

ticles into the loss cone leading to their precipitation in the
ionosphere and consequently depleting the ring current of
these particles. Several authors22–25 have proposed charge
exchange of ring current ions with neutral hydrogen as a
main mechanism for the ring current decay. It is also shown
that the scattering of protons by electromagnetic ion cyclo-
tron waves can contribute to ring-current decay.26 Here, we
have shown that the scattering of ring-current particles by the
low-frequency quasielectrostatic waves could also lead to the
ring-current decay. This mechanism would be complemen-
tary to the charge exchange.

In our model, we have considered DGH-type distribution
for oxygen ions and Maxwellian distribution for electrons
and protons. One can consider DGH-type distribution for
protons and electrons also. However, the physics is expected
to be different, and the analysis much more complicated,
which is beyond the scope of this paper. We are carrying out
the analysis by including DGH-type protons and extending
the present work, which will be presented in a future publi-
cation.
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